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T H E R OMA N V I L L A I N T H E
MEDI TERRANEAN B AS IN

S
This book offers a comprehensive survey of Roman villas in Italy and the
Mediterranean provinces of the Roman Empire, from their origins to the
collapse of the Empire. The architecture of villas could be humble or
grand, and sometimes luxurious. Villas were most often farms where
wine, olive oil, cereals, and manufactured goods, among other products,
were produced. They were also venues for hospitality, conversation, and
thinking on pagan, and ultimately Christian, themes. Villas spread as the
Empire grew. Like towns and cities, they became the means of power and
assimilation, just as infrastructure, such as aqueducts and bridges, was
transforming the Mediterranean into a Roman sea. The distinctive
Roman/Italian villa type was transferred to the provinces, resulting in
a Mediterranean-wide culture of rural dwelling and work that further
uniﬁed the Empire.
Annalisa Marzano (PhD 2004, Columbia University, New York) is
Professor of Ancient History at the University of Reading, and is
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and the Society of Antiquaries
of London. She has published on a wide range of topics related
to the social and economic history of the Roman world and has
participated in numerous archaeological projects. She is the author of
two monographs, Roman Villas in Central Italy: A Social and Economic
History (2007), which won the Silver Medal and Honorable Mention at
the VIII Premio Romanistico Internazionale Gerard Boulvert, and
Harvesting the Sea: The Exploitation of Marine Resources in the Roman
Mediterranean (2013).
Guy P. R. Métraux is Professor Emeritus of Visual Arts at York University,
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Rocco Villa at Francolise (with M. Aylwin Cotton, 1985). His 1995 book
Sculptors and Physicians in Fifth Century Greece won the Raymond Klibansky
Prize from the Social Science and Humanities Research Council.
A Guggenheim Fellow, his current work focuses on villas in their literary
and physical aspects.
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Silin, the villa of Wadi Yala, bath-house,
frigidarium (22): detail of the central
roundel of its mosaic ﬂoor, head
of Oceanus.
Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa, plan.
Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa,
room 7, detail of the mosaic.
Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa,
room 8: mosaic ﬂoor depicting the
Four Seasons.
Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa, room
18, ﬂoor mosaic with acanthus tendril
design and the feet of a human ﬁgure
(upper left).
Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa, eastern
sector, courtyard 19 from the southeast,
paved in opus spicatum.
Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa, south
corridor (12), landscape scene of small
two-story buildings with ﬁgures in
silhouette.
Apollonia-Arsuf: site plan.
Apollonia-Arsuf, Roman villa, plan.
Apollonia-Arsuf, Roman villa: A: view
to northwest; B: view to south.
Apollonia-Arsuf, Roman villa: lararium,
view to northeast.
Sepphoris, House of Dionysos, plan,
c. 200 CE.
Sepphoris, House of Dionysos, north
view.
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18.3 Sepphoris, House of Dionysos, overview
of the lavatory with the inscription
YGEI[A] (health), set in the mosaic ﬂoor.
18.4 Sepphoris, House of Dionysos,
overview of the Dionysiac mosaic of the
triclinium.
18.5 Sepphoris, House of Orpheus,
plan, second half of the third century
CE (ﬁrst phase).
18.6 Tiberias, peristyle house north of the
civic center, third century CE, plan.
18.7 Seleucia Pieria, House of the Drinking
Contest, early third century CE, plan.
18.8 Tiberias, the “Basilical Complex,”
fourth century CE, plan.
19.1 Komboloi, farm house, plan and
reconstruction.
19.2 Mieza, Valavani ﬁeld, plan.
19.3 Baltaneto Naoussa, villa.
19.4 Thesprotia, Masklenitsa villa, plan.
19.5 Manerau, villa, plan with possible
division of internal space.
19.6 Stroggyle, villa, plan.
19.7 Corinth, Pano Magoula, atrium house
with impluvium and cistern (right).
19.8 Corinth, Lechaion villa, plan.
19.9 Plan of Brexiza.
19.10 Brexiza, bath complex, plan.
19.11 Eua Loukou, Villa of Herodes Atticus.
19.12 Eua Loukou, Villa of Herodes
Atticus, the Temple-heroon and
heroon-cenotaph.
20.1 Brijuni, Verige Bay villa, plan.
20.2 Kolci, villa, plan of the complex.
20.3 Katoro, villa occupying the
promontory, with evidence of
a substantial piscina.
20.4 Valbandon, villa built on both sides of
a bay that was also used as a piscina.
20.5 Barbariga, villa, with the earlier wing
on the left (south) side.
20.6 Loron, villa rustica, plan.
20.7 S. Domenica di Visinada, villa, one of
the few inland villas in Istria for which
a plan is known.
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20.8 Villa rustica at Šijana.
20.9 Šaraja, villa rustica, plan.
20.10 Diaporit (Butrint vicinity), the Roman
villa and Christian complex, plan.
20.11 Diaporit (Butrint vicinity), Roman villa
and Christian complex at Diaporit near
Butrint: large apsidal fountain
(nymphaeum) of the villa.
20.12 Diaporit (Butrint vicinity), Roman villa,
reception room on the upper terrace
showing mosaic pierced by post-holes
dating to the third century.
20.13 Castrum, late-antique fortiﬁed complex,
plan, with the original villa rustica shaded.
20.14 Polač e, late-antique site, plan.
21.1 Montmaurin villa, small atrium
(room 38) from the south.
21.2 Montmaurin villa, plan marked with
the positions of the atria.
21.3 A: Chiragan villa, portrait head of
Augustus, ﬁrst century CE. (Toulouse,
Musée Saint- Raymond, Inv. Ra 57); B:
Chiragan villa, portrait head of an
unknown lady, Theodosian period, late
fourth to early ﬁfth century CE.
(Toulouse, Musée Saint-Raymond,
Inv. Ra 82).
21.4 Welschbillig villa near Trier (Gallia
Belgica), reconstruction perspective
view from the north, late fourth
century CE.
21.5 Welschbillig villa near Trier (Gallia
Belgica), herms, late fourth century CE.
21.6 Welschbillig villa near Trier (Gallia
Belgica), plan of villa and surrounding
structures.
22.1 Noheda (Villar de Domingo García,
Cuenca), villa: mosaic depicting the race
between Oenomaus and Pelops, detail
of panel A.
22.2 Noheda (Villar de Domingo García,
Cuenca), villa: mosaic depicting
Hippodamia hugging Pelops, detail
of panel A.
22.3 La Olmeda (Pedrosa de la Vega,
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Palencia), villa: drawing of mosaic
depicting Achilles in Skyros and
medallions with portraits.
La Olmeda (Pedrosa de la Vega,
Palencia), villa: detail of two portraits
from the freeze of the mosaic of
Achilles in Skyros.
Villa de Bell-lloc (suburbium of Gerona),
villa: mosaic depicting a chariot race
(around 1989, just before restoration).
Missorium of Theodosius discovered at
Almendralejo (Mérida, Badajoz), now
at the Royal Academy of History,
Madrid. Detail showing Theodosius
and, to his right, the vicarius Hispaniarum.
Almenara de Adaja (Valladolid), villa,
general plan of structures.
Almenara de Adaja (Valladolid), villa:
octagonal oecus with geometric mosaic
and central emblem depicting Pegasus.
Arellano (Navarra), villa: octagonal
hall with mosaic depicting the Muses.
Can Ferrerons (Premià de Mar,
Barcelona), aerial view of octagonal
building and surrounding rooms.
El Ruedo (Almedinilla, Córdoba), villa,
aerial view.
El Ruedo (Almedinilla, Córdoba), villa:
stibadium.
Quinta das Longas (Elvas), villa, plan
of the villa in the fourth and ﬁfth
centuries.
Arellano (Navarra), villa: mosaic from
the oecus possibly depicting Aphrodite
with the golden apple and Paris leaving.
Quinta das Longas (Elvas), villa:
sculptures discovered during the
excavation.
A: Quinta das Longas (Elvas), sculpture
of anguiped. B: Valdetorres de Jarama
(Madrid), statue depicting a triton.
L’Horta Vella (Bétera, Valencia), villa,
plan showing the various phases of
occupation from the ﬁrst century CE
to the eighth century.
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22.18 Pla de Nadal (Valencia), villa, plan and
axonometric drawing.
22.19 Pla de Nadal (Valencia), villa: sculptural
element with monogram: T, E, B, D, E,
M, I, R, probably referring to the name
Teodomiro/Tudmir.
23.1 Lullingstone Villa, plan.
23.2 Lullingstone Villa, reconstruction of
antechamber and main space.
23.3 Pueblanueva Villa, overall site plan and
axonometric reconstruction of the
mausoleum.
23.4 Hinton St. Mary, villa: mosaic.
23.5 Monte Gelato, site plan, early
ﬁfth-century phase.
24.1 Detail of imaginary reconstruction
drawing of Pliny’s Tuscan villa by
F. I. Lazzari (c. 1700).
24.2 Imaginary reconstruction of Pliny’s
stibadium at the Tuscan villa by
J-F. Félibien des Avaux (1699).
24.3 Imaginary plan of Pliny’s Tuscan villa
by J.-F. Félibien des Avaux (1699).
24.4 S. Wale’s imaginary reconstruction
of Pliny’s stibadium at the Tuscan
villa (1751).
24.5 Imaginary reconstruction of Pliny’s
Tuscan villa by K. F. Schinkel (1841).
24.6 Imaginary plan of Pliny’s Tuscan villa
by K. F. Schinkel (1841).
24.7 Imaginary reconstruction of Pliny’s
stibadium at the Tuscan villa by
K. F. Schinkel (1841).
24.8 Imaginary reconstruction of Pliny’s
Laurentine villa by K. F. Schinkel
(1841).
24.9 Imaginary plan of Pliny’s Laurentine
villa by K. F. Schinkel (1841).
24.10 W. Stier’s ground plan of Pliny’s
Laurentine villa (c. 1842).
24.11 W. Stier’s elevation of the amores mei
pavilion at the Laurentine villa (c. 1842).
24.12 C. Pember’s scale model of Pliny’s
Laurentine villa (1947). Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford.
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24.13 D. Bigelman’s sketch plan of the amores
mei pavilion at the Laurentine villa (1982).
24.14 D. Bigelman’s perspective drawing of
the amores mei pavilion at the Laurentine
villa (1982).
25.1 Herculaneum, plan of modern town
with Villa dei Papiri (“Villa Suburbana
Casa de Papiri [sic]”) toward upper right.
25.2 Karl Weber’s plan of the excavations
of the Villa dei Papiri.
25.3 Ancient bronzes, mostly from the Villa
dei Papiri, on display in the Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli,
ca. 1890–95.
25.4 Still of Ingrid Bergman in the Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli with
a bronze statue from the Villa dei Papiri
in Roberto Rossellini’s Viaggio in Italia,
1954.
25.5 The Lansdowne Herakles within the
“Temple of Herakles” at the Getty Villa,
Malibu.
25.6 Aerial view of the Getty Villa,
Malibu.
25.7 The atrium of the Getty Villa,
Malibu.
25.8 “Strata walls” from Machado and
Silvetti’s renovation of the site of the
Getty Villa, Malibu, 1997–2005.
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Overview of the geographic areas
covered in the book.
xxxvi
Ancient towns and sites of southern
Latium and Campania mentioned in Part I. 59
Ancient southern Campania showing
ancient cities and coastline.
142
Towns and villa sites of ancient Lucania,
Apulia, and Bruttium mentioned in
the text.
161
Major towns and villa sites of Roman
northern Italy mentioned in the text.
177
Major towns and villa sites of
Roman Sicily mentioned in the text.
196
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8
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10
11

The province of Gallia Narbonensis,
part of Aquitania and Hispania
Tarraconensis, with major towns and
villa sites mentioned in the text.
Location of villas and farms in the ﬁrst
and early second centuries CE in the
Gardon River region, as identiﬁed in
ﬁeld surveys.
Location of villas and farms of the ﬁrst
and early second centuries CE in the
valley of the Tave River, as identiﬁed
in ﬁeld surveys.
Ancient towns and villa sites of the
Iberian Peninsula.
Map of Malta and Gozo, with the location
of the Roman towns of Melite and
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Gaulos, and distribution of recorded
Roman villas.
Major towns and location of the villas
mentioned in the text.
Part of the Roman province of Judea,
with major towns.
Major towns and recorded villas sites
for Roman Greece, Epirus and
Macedonia.
Area of Marathon.
Istrian and Dalmatian coastal villas
mentioned in the text.
Ionian coastal villas mentioned in
the text.
Late-antique sites of Hispania mentioned
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I

II
III

IV

V
VI

VII
VIII

Casale di Piazza Armerina, triconchos, detail of the
mosaic showing the aftermath of the Labours of
Hercules (room 46) (photo R.J.A. Wilson).
X
Caddeddi on the Tellaro, the Hunt mosaic
(room 10). Photo L. Rubino, reproduced by
permission of the Regione Sicilia, Assessorato
Beni Culturali e Identità Siciliana.
XI
Oued-Athménia, villa, frigidarium mosaic,
nineteenth-century lithograph after the watercolor
of Jules Chabassière (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale).
XII Wadi Lebda (near Lepcis), villa baths: mosaic
panel depicting an exhausted gladiator and his
dead opponent, c. 200/25 CE (?) (Lepcis Magna,
Mosaic Museum: photo R.J.A. Wilson).
XIII Zliten (Dar Buk Amméra), villa, room 7, detail of
the mosaic: central ﬁeld of square panels, mosaics
depicting ﬁsh alternating with opus sectile designs;
border with mosaic of amphitheater scenes –
musicians with their instruments, and gladiatorial
contests (Tripoli Museum: photo R.J.A. Wilson).
XIV Diaporit (Butrint vicinity), Roman villa and
Christian complex at Diaporit near Butrint:
large apsidal fountain (nymphaeum) of the villa
(photo W. Bowden).
XV Hinton St. Mary, villa: mosaic.
XVI C. Pember’s scale model of Pliny’s Laurentine
villa (1947). Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
IX

Painting of villa from Pompeii, Third
Style, 40-45 CE. Museo Archeologico
Nazionale, Naples, inv. 9406.
Torre Annunziata, Villa A (Oplontis), view of
enﬁlade of windows from oecus 74.
Torre Annunziata, Villa A (Oplontis),
view from the north. The large propylon to the
right marks room 21 (photo M. Zarmakoupi).
(Color image appears elsewhere in this volume)
Stabiae, site plan: Blue: areas currently visible;
red: areas excavated in the eighteenth century
and currently reburied. (©RAS/Editrice
Longobardi/Parco Archeologico di Pompei.
From P.G. Guzzo, A.M. Sodo, and
G. Bonifacio 2009).
Positano, villa, north wall of triclinium,
composite image (GEOMED).
Room 7, painted apse with pavilion decoration
and frieze with Nereids and Tritons, view from
the east; on the left, upper part of door in the
north side of the apse leading to Rooms 9
and 10.
Sirmione (Brescia), “Grotte di Catullo” villa
(Rofﬁa 2013).
Casale di Piazza Armerina, wall painting in the
apodyterium (8) of the West Baths, and part of
its ﬂoor mosaic showing a scene of a chariot race
in the Circus Maximus (photo R.J.A.
Wilson).

Colour plates follow page 140.
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S
the ﬁfth century CE and even later; they were
sustainable propositions, adaptable and attractive
in many different climes and conditions, and, in
Western culture, a permanent ideal of life.2
Roman villas spread ineluctably both geographically and over time. As with many other phenomena,
villas were exportable items that came to be indispensable – though with regional variations. Villas had
become naturalized in Sicily as of the Roman conquests on the island in the mid-third century, and so
entrenched had they become that rich proprietors of
villas were being harassed by Gaius Verres, the proconsul (governor) of Sicily, in 73–71 BCE.3
The landscapes of the new provinces of Africa,
Spain, and Greece came to be populated – some
densely, others thinly – with villas in the Roman
style. With the exception of the Roman east – Asia
Minor, Syria-Palestine, and Egypt, where alternative
methods of agricultural exploitation were used – the
villa with an agricultural estate was a conspicuous
phenomenon of the Roman Empire from its inception in the Republic and Empire, as of the ﬁrst
century CE through late antiquity.4
The Mediterranean-wide diffusion of villas came
in part from their effectiveness as formulae for rural
organization and agricultural exploitation. It also
came from their most distinguished examples: villas
of reﬁned rural and sea-side living, meaningful
enjoyment, and fashionable and up-to-date decoration that were developed in the late Republic and
early empire, especially around Rome and most

The expansion and proliferation of villas into the
Mediterranean under Roman hegemony is the
topic of this book. In addition, the historical trajectory of the villa as a formula and phenomenon is
outlined for different parts of the empire. Villas –
extra-urban, suburban, or seaside country houses,
many with productive estates or facilities contiguous or nonadjacent to them, others purely residential – were unmistakable signs of Roman social
and economic presence. Roman villas expanded
into Italy and the coasts and inland areas of the
mare nostrum (and ultimately into the northwestern
provinces of the empire) along with other agricultural, physical, institutional, and sociocultural phenomena of the new hegemony.1 There were
exceptions, most notably in the eastern empire,
where a widespread residential tradition and culture on agricultural estates did not develop.
However, villas were signs of Roman economic
organization and signiﬁers of Roman cultural presence in annexed lands and coastlines, and they
became both normal and normalizing by the
late second century BCE in central and southern
Italy and a little later in the northern peninsula.
Elsewhere, landscapes readily receptive to the
implantation of villas and their proliferation in
the imperial period further assured Roman presence in terms of architecture, agricultural practices, decorative expectations, and social mores
throughout the Mediterranean. Roman villas
were still in use and under construction well into
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INTRODUCTION

impressively on the Bay of Naples.5 The glamour and
allure of these villas was permanent and exemplary –
their memory was still current as late as the sixth
century CE – and they constituted an ideal that, in
various ways, was often manifested in provincial
venues.6 There were geographical and chronological
variations, but the model of Roman villas in Italy,
while strongly developed and changed as needed,
was vigorously maintained throughout the empire
from the late Republic through late antiquity.
This book is intended to outline some of the
varieties of Roman villas and the various ways they
interacted among themselves, with the landscape and
larger economic picture, and within the late
Republican and imperial hegemonies through late
antiquity. This is a timeframe of some six to seven
hundred years, so not all aspects of the phenomenon
can be broached. Still, we – and most especially the
other contributors to this book – have sought to
situate villas in their settings and landscapes both
geographically and socially, without claiming to be
either complete or deﬁnitive. Our introductory
chapter presents certain themes about villas that are
prompted by issues raised in the chapters of this
book.
The Roman hegemony in its administrative
guises was effected by “hard” devices: land division (centuratio) needed to stabilize the extent of
an annexation, distribute agricultural property
(sometimes to demobilized soldiers as citizens of
new colonies) in newly annexed regions, and
determine taxation for territories outside Italy.
There was even a scheme (alimenta) to make
loans to owners of agricultural estates to provide
for local charities for orphans and possibly poor
families.7
Writers on agriculture over some six centuries in
Latin literature are, in a way, the least helpful for the
architectural documentation of Roman villas and
even their physical spread. There are many reasons
for this: The agricultural treatises stay “on message”
pretty strictly, preferring to discuss how to set up
a facility for pig husbandry or build a strong terrace
wall for a raised garden rather than matters of taste
and decoration. Their writers eschew much speciﬁc
discussion of the villa’s architecture itself.
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Another “hard” aspect of villas – in fact, of all
farms and rural residences anywhere and at any
time – was equipment (instrumentum, pl. instrumenta),
namely hardware and animals and also, in
Roman contexts, a slave agricultural workforce.
Instrumentum, particularly the case of equipment
such as presses, is a theme tangential to several of
the chapters in this book, but some considerations on
how the interpretation of slavery relates to the interpretation of certain villas can be found in the introductory chapter.
Are social and cultural issues merely “soft” issues
about Roman villas? We think not. Our introduction presents, in very brief outline, certain aspects of
behavior among villa owners that reoccur with fair
regularity in the record: clustering. Geographically,
villas tended to group themselves near cities or
towns, famous beauty-spots and places of resort,
and in areas of particular interest in the way of markets or other advantages. A second aspect of clustering is social: the homogenization of Roman élites
(social, military and ﬁnancial upper strata) in the way
of certain aspects of plan, types of rooms denoting
systems of hierarchy and hospitality, and a certain
uniformity of taste in iconography and decoration
throughout the Roman Empire. What it meant to
be Roman at various times was to commission craftsmen to make something “like” what others had
commissioned. Of course, individuality in theme
and decoration of villas was not infrequent, but
a certain predictable repertory of themes and uniformity of styles were also repeated from villa to villa,
and the media of mosaic ﬂoors and wall painting
were almost universally adopted.
Of course, the topics about Roman villas
outlined above and presented in the introductory
chapter are by no means mutually exclusive or separable; they overlap in theme and content, and the
contributions in subsequent pages take up many
and expand them.
This book, which presents Roman villas in
a Mediterranean-wide perspective, is divided into
sections that correspond to current and future
research in the ﬁeld of Roman villas.8 Deﬁning so
capacious and, at times, so slippery a historical and
architectural category as the Roman villa with its
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INTRODUCTION

physical phenomena is difﬁcult, especially in the very
wide geographical scope we have proposed.
This book’s aims are essentially twofold. First, to
present very recent discoveries and ideas about villas,
both where the scholarly attention to the archaeology of the Roman period (such as Greece and even
southern Italy) is a relatively recent phenomenon and
to current innovative interpretive work of sites
already well-known or in the process of discovery
(such as the villas of the Bay of Naples). Second, to
investigate the diffusion and the social and economic
function of villas in the various provinces and the
types of production activities they embodied. This
book is only a starting point in the much needed
interpretative work of the large archaeological datasets that have become available in recent years and in
the dialogue and exchange of information that needs
to occur among scholars working in different geographic areas. In addition, we address an important
question: How did the villa – its architecture, decoration, contents, estates, and activities – fulﬁll the
need for certain types of social interactions and certain kinds of agricultural and resource exploitation to
make the many different landscapes of the
Mediterranean recognizably Roman?

P R E S E N TAT I O N

OF

THIS BOOK

The topic of this book is villas, but we have limited it
to the villas that belonged to private owners (privati)
or to villa estates that became imperially owned as
a matter of bequest or conﬁscation. We have
excluded (except for passing mention, especially for
instances of emulation) rural or maritime palaces
attributable to imperial patronage and ownership
such as the Villa of Hadrian at Tibur, the retirement
palace of Diocletian at Spalatum (mod. Split), and
many others. An exception also includes the large
buildings termed palatia built in northern Italy by
royal but non-Roman occupiers who fancied emulating Roman imperial villas on a smaller scale.
The decisions about houses in the countryside
taken by persons of ordinary fortune, some wealth,
or even great wealth – but not owners with imperial
responsibilities and requirements in terms of

© in this web service Cambridge University Press

iconography, space, and amenities – are what we
have chosen to emphasize.
In addition, further investigation of the origins of
the type of rural residence and agricultural exploitation
in the environs of Rome and its nearby districts must
await greater elaboration than we have offered here:
The question is still open to archaeological discovery.
Instead, this book covers the Mediterranean-wide
spread of villas rather than their Roman origins.
This preface has outlined the scope, but not the
details, of the project, so we have organized the chapters into the following broad sections. Of course, there
are overlaps and unusual juxtapositions.

CHAPTERS 1 AND 2: OVERVIEWS
AND INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 covers several general key themes connected to villas, both in ancient literary texts and in
modern scholarship. It also places the villa in the
broader context of the Roman countryside, with its
various determining features (e.g., centuriation).
This general thematic treatment is followed by the
contribution by Ursula Rothe (Chapter 2). Her
chapter outlines the parameters of Roman villas in
legal and historical scope and also provides a brief
view of Roman villas away from the Mediterranean
basin, namely those in the northern provinces of
Gaul, Germany, Britain, and the Roman East.

R O M A N V I L L A S O N T H E B AY O F N A P L E S
AND ITS HINTERLAND: CURRENT
RESEARCH
Villas in Italy were the exemplars for many Roman
villas in the provinces, so current research in this area
is the ﬁrst to be considered. The emphasis is on
Italian villas on the Bay of Naples and in central Italy.
The famous Villa of the Mysteries just outside
Pompeii is freshly presented by Andrew WallaceHadrill (Chapter 3). His analysis embeds this very
well-known dwelling in two new contexts, as
a venue for a new kind of hospitality enjoined on
villa-owners by the new empire of the late Republic,
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and as the architectural artifact of an adaptation of
local (Oscan) building and measuring methods to
new Roman needs. Local building practices and
the urgency of social demands profoundly shaped
the dwelling and make it much less archetypal of
the “classic” villa than it has been regarded heretofore. The equally famous Villa A at Oplontis
(Torre Annunziata), currently under active reinvestigation and publication by the University of
Texas at Austin and the Soprintendenza Speciale per
i Beni archeologici di Napoli e Pompei,9 is treated in
two ways: by John R. Clarke (Chapter 4) in light of
the discoveries of the Oplontis Project after several
seasons of work, and by Mantha Zarmakoupi
(Chapter 5) in terms of her recently published
work on architectural and natural design of major
villas on the Bay of Naples.10 Together, their
contributions outline new concepts of how dwellings in settings can be analyzed, and Clarke’s
demonstration that the site of the Oplontis Villa
A was high on a cliff-like bluff overlooking the Bay
(instead of its present geologically inland site) gives
the villa a quite different character than that which
the modern visitor experiences.
The settings of villas and how gardens were
incorporated within them is the topic of Thomas
Noble Howe’s contribution on the very grand villas
at Stabiae (Chapter 6). These had elevated settings on
the south coast of the Bay and panoramic views to
the north but hardly any space among themselves, in
a crowded juxtaposition that is the mark of social
clustering. Howe outlines how aristocratic domus in
Rome and grand villas in Stabiae were part of the
same instinct among the élites of family and/or
ﬁnance. Location (the premier value-maker of real
estate in any age) may have been more important
than either space in a setting or adjacent productive
land for such villas.
Grandest of all instances of conspicuous consumption in country houses were the villas known
as villae maritimae, coastal dwellings often of dazzling
luxury in the way of contents, decoration, and architectural elaboration. Chapter 7 presents an overview
of the discoveries from the recent excavations of such
a luxury maritime villa in Positano (Amalﬁ Coast).
In that these villas were often without adjacent
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agricultural land, they could be characterized as “useless” (inutilis), a term of serious moral reproach.
However, were they unproductive just because
they presented a face of pleasurable ease (amoenitas)?
Annalisa Marzano, in her contribution here
(Chapter 8) and in a recent book-length study on
the Roman maritime economy in all its aspects,
shows that pisciculture, essential in the
“Mediterranean diet” of Roman times, could be
a lucrative business for owners of coastal villas who
had the cash for the very high upfront investment in
the technical equipment and construction required
for effective farmed ﬁshery. Their investment could
also result in some unusual and charming seaside
architecture, combining pleasure and proﬁt in equal
measure.
The Bay of Naples was famous for its villas, but
its hinterlands (to the north, the ager Campanus and
the ager Falernus, to the northwest, the territories of
Nola and other Campanian towns) were areas of
intense cultivation and habitation. The abrupt termination of the villas on the Bay in the eruption of
Vesuvius in 79 CE has disﬁgured what was, in fact, an
ongoing history of agricultural exploitation in the
region. In areas not immediately affected by the
catastrophe, villas ﬂourished; an instance is to be
found at Somma Vesuviana, a large and importantly
decorated villa still under excavation by the authors
of the contribution on it, Professors Antonio De
Simone, Masanori Aoyagi, and Girolamo F. De
Simone (Chapter 9). The villa had a long history
with varied phases of alternately reﬁned and architecturally innovative construction and reconversion
to agricultural uses.

ROMAN VILLAS IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN: CURRENT
RESEARCH
This section, the longest of the book, provides
a geographical coverage of Roman villas in the
Mediterranean basin. It begins with villas in southern
Italy, where Roman implantation of villas began
early and intensively, as Maurizio Gualtieri shows
(Chapter 10); together with cultivation and
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habitation, water resources and transportation infrastructures (by river, sea, and roads) went hand-inhand with villas. Villas were long-lived in southern
Italy, lasting well into the ﬁfth century CE.
The same was the case for northern Italy.
The presence of villas began later than in the southern part of the peninsula, but the importance of the
area north of the Po as the gateway to and from Italy
made for an even longer tradition of villas and villabuilding. This is shown in the contribution of Gian
Pietro Brogiolo and Alexandra Chavarría Arnau
(Chapter 11): the royal but non-Roman occupiers
of the area in the newly dismembered Roman hegemony delighted in villas and grand rural dwellings
sometimes called palaces.
The agricultural estates of Sicily were of diamond importance to the alimentation of the
Roman metropoleis of the Western Empire:
Together with Africa, they assured both the private
market and the public system of food supply and
dole.
Roger
J.A.
Wilson’s
contribution
(Chapter 12) reviews the legendary wealth of the
province in the late Republic and its rich villas into
late antiquity. The culture of late antique villas in the
way of mosaic ﬂoors made by superior craftsmen
called to Sicily from North Africa is among their
notable features, as Wilson shows here and in other
publications.
While villas were among the ﬁrst implantation of
Roman presence in southern and northern Italy, in
general they appear rather late – only in Augustan
times or later in the ﬁrst century CE – in the great
Republican conquests, namely southern Gaul (Gallia
Narbonensis) and Aquitania, and Hispania and
Lusitania. Indeed, between the eastern part of southern Gaul and Aquitania to the west, there were
signiﬁcant differences between the two regions
both in implantation and longevity of villas, as Loïc
Buffat shows (Chapter 13). The extreme abundance
and brilliance of the late antique aristocratic villas of
Aquitania, as famous for their mosaics as for, in the
case of the Chiragan villa, their sculptural contents,
emphasizes the ﬂourishing of Roman culture in the
far west, a late blossoming that went along with
a strong intellectual and literary culture.11
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Like southern Gaul and other parts of the western Roman empire, Hispania and Lusitania (modern
Spain and Portugal) had some early implantation of
villas (for the east coast of Hispania, already in the late
Republic and Augustan times), but integration of
these provinces into the Roman Mediterraneanwide economy as well as a strong urban culture
prompted a mighty spread of villas. Felix Teichner
(Chapter 14) shows how an architecturally timid
beginning for villas, based in an existing Hispanic
tradition of farms and farming, does not prepare us
for the inventive designs and ideas of the villas beginning already in the later second and into the third
century (see also Gisela Ripoll’s contribution in
Chapter 22).
Existing Mediterranean traditions of farm dwellings and methods of farming outside of Italy are
difﬁcult to apprehend archaeologically: Roman
implantations often overlaid them. However,
Anthony Bonanno’s study (Chapter 15) of villas on
Malta reveals that preexisting methods of
Phoenician/Carthaginian farming sometimes continued into Roman times. This is especially signiﬁcant because Roman agricultural writers paid
fulsome tribute to Carthaginian agricultural writers –
in particular the so-called Mago – as the basis of
rational agriculture, and Malta, a possession of
Carthage before the third-century BCE conquest,
may have presented a source of practical knowledge
about agricultural exploitation, if not of villas.
When Carthage was defeated for good in the
Third Punic War (149–146 BCE), a vast Roman
land-grab took place in North Africa, which was
strongly to affect politics and social relations in both
Italy and Rome itself. The new province was
widely invested with new or refounded towns and
agricultural estates of proverbial productivity.
In consequence, numerous villas developed in the
early imperial period but increased in size and clout
from the second century CE to late antiquity. Roger
J.A. Wilson’s contribution (Chapter 16) synoptically
reorganizes the scattered scholarship on African villas
to give a one-stop view of both the monuments and
the interpretive problems about their development,
and he does so as he carefully distinguishes the
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various categories of villae as well as their geographical distribution. As far as we are aware, no other study
has broached the topic with this panoramic view.
Of course, Romans and Italians posted abroad in
military units or traveling for business or cultural
purposes needed environments that, in their familiarity, may have done something to mitigate their
longing for home. Oren Tal and the late Israel Roll
(Chapter 17) show how a Roman villa with a plan
neatly adapted from Italian prototypes and accessories such as lararia, both quite foreign to their setting, found their place on the coast of Palestine
during the early years of the Roman reoccupation
in the later ﬁrst century CE. The villa may have been
more villa-like than a permanent dwelling: Tal interprets it as a mansio or guesthouse on a military road,
intended to house ofﬁcial personnel and others on
business in a temporary way. The Roman villa recalling familiar spaces and domestic arrangements was
an exportable commodity.
Exportability is also a major issue for Roman
villas. The imagery of villas, as we discuss brieﬂy in
the introductory chapter, was internally exported to
the decoration of urban houses in Pompeii and elsewhere. This also occurred externally, a radiation of
villa-like ideas to urban houses outside Italy. In the
Roman east, villas in the Italian mode do not exist, or
do so as exceptions. However, people in the Roman
provinces who were willing, even anxious, to participate in the new hegemony could adapt the plan of
their urban houses, their decoration, and the spatial
sequences of rooms to Roman villa ideas. Zeev
Weiss’s contribution (Chapter 18) shows how the
Jewish elites of Galilee adopted villa-like ideas to
their domus; he broaches the much larger and very
important (and as yet unexplored) topic of provincial
adoptions of Roman/Italian villa ideals in urban
houses.
Villas expanded into the Mediterranean and
became naturalized in the newly annexed provinces.
While the conquest of Africa in the mid-second
century CE was Rome’s great military achievement,
the almost-simultaneous annexation of Greece (with
the defeat of the Greek Confederacy and the destruction of Corinth in 146 BCE) was a cultural triumph.
Works of art in vast quantities went from Greece to
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Rome as spoils of war, but despite its relatively small
economic importance, Greece lodged in Roman
conceptions as the capital of culture, art, and the
sciences. The Greek countryside was easily adaptable
to Roman villas, and Maria Papaioannou’s contribution (Chapter 19) shows how the existing infrastructure of roads and towns incubated, then supported,
a new spread of villas. Her district-by-district
account of Roman villas in the Greek peninsula
provides a survey comparable to Wilson’s account
of North African villas, to our knowledge not
heretofore available. In addition, with ingenious
generosity, she presents the main outlines of the villas
of Herodes Atticus, a grandee of the later second
century CE and a friend of emperors: He imported
to Greece the contexts and even some of the contents
of imperial and grand private dwellings more familiar
in Rome and Italy.
The Adriatic or Dalmatian coast opposite Italy,
from Istria to Epirus, was brought into the Roman
hegemony in the late Republic; unsurprisingly,
Roman villas there became numerous. Their development and history is presented by William Bowden
(Chapter 20), in what is also a valuable synoptic
account of very scattered publications that are difﬁcult, in some cases, to access.

R OMAN V ILLAS: LATE ANTIQUITY
Late antique villas from the third through the sixth
centuries CE have become important historical and
cultural evidence for both the continuous traditions
of Roman economic and social structures and their
persistence. A contribution by Guy P.R. Métraux
(Chapter 21) on various aspects of late antique villas,
based in part on literary and archaeological sources
and on the structure of sculptural ensembles in
Aquitania (Chiragan portraits) and Gallia Belgica
(Welschbillig portraits), outlines how they summed
up the cultural context they sought to embody.
Along with villas in Aquitania, the most
spectacular construction and decoration of Roman
villas occurred in late antique Hispania: special consideration is given to that province in Gisela Ripoll’s
contribution (Chapter 22), which provides the
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history of villas in the peninsula as well as report of
recent and very important discoveries and interpretations. Besides emulating the Roman prototypes or
making variations on them, late antique villas were
often iconographically steeped in the classical culture
of gods, myths, history, and personalities (mosaic
ﬂoors and sculptural contents).
As the concentration of estates and the growing
grandeur of villas in late antiquity built by competitive patrons willing to deploy money and energy on
inventive designs, decoration, and contents, so too
did they take on new ideas. At the time, the most
widespread new idea was Christianity, and by the
fourth century and with the stamp of imperial
approval, owners were prompted to add architectural
amenities of the Christian cult (mausolea with special
symbols, chapels) as well as explicit symbols in the
mosaic ﬂoors of their villas. The Christianization of
villas, a notable late development of the Roman
form, is the topic of Kimberly Bowes’ contribution
(Chapter 22): Her examples range throughout the
Western Empire, emphasizing both the singularity of
regional expressions and their pervasiveness.

ROMAN VILL AS : LATE R
M A N I F E S TAT I O N S
The emulation of the Roman villa in western architectural traditions is a vast topic that cannot be effectively summarized in this book. However, its
importance is such that two contributions touching
on both mental and material manifestations of villas
have been included.
Managing private and public aspects of life is
a perennial issue in domestic design: How the
king’s bedroom generates the enﬁlade of public spaces
is a problem for palaces, and it is also a problem for
villas and domus of privati. In fact, the relation of
public and private modes was a concern in Roman
domestic architecture; even more important, they
became and still are design issues. Is a dwelling
intended to incubate the private person or to represent him or her? Pierre du Prey’s contribution
(Chapter 24) shows how Pliny the Younger’s preoccupation with procuring privacy in two of his villas
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in the face of his persona as a public ﬁgure was realized
both in Pliny’s intentions and in much later reconstructions of his privacy and the private/public
dilemma. The Roman villa as an instrument of combined private delectation and public instruction is
given an archetype in J. Paul Getty’s reconstruction
of the Villa of the Papyri in a canyon in Malibu,
California. Kenneth Lapatin shows us how it worked
(Chapter 25). The original villa near Herculaneum,
possibly owned by L. Calpurnius Piso Caesoninus,
Julius Caesar’s father-in-law, was emblematic of the
luxury of late Republican Roman elites as well as the
repository of a philosophical library. Its emulation, the
Getty Villa at Malibu, has developed from being the
personal project of a wealthy man into an international,
well-funded, and established center for learning about
the ancient world, in part on the basis of a repository of
Greek and Roman art that was, after all, one of the
purposes of Roman villas: great cultural tradition, viability (agricultural in the case of Roman villas, ﬁnancial
in the case of the Getty Villa), and a vigorous exponent
of knowledge. Roman villas and their culture are
exportable beyond the Mediterranean to the Paciﬁc
coast of the United States.

NOTES

1. For deﬁnitions, see Leveau 1983, the articles in
Magnou-Nortier 1993, and Ursula Rothe in this
book (Chapter 2).
2. General histories of Roman villas are few in number.
Notable among them are McKay 1975, 100–35,
156–200, 210–37, Percival 1976, Mielsch 1987, 1999,
Ackerman 1990, 35–62, Smith 1997, and vol. 2 of
Gros 1996; useful compendium of articles in Reutti
1990; Ayoagi and Steingräber 1999; most recently,
articles in Ciardiello 2007. Some Roman villas and
their tradition are discussed in Bentmann and Müller
1970. Surveys of large geographical regions are also
few in number: for the Bay of Naples, D’Arms 1970
(reprint 2003); for central Italy, Marzano 2007; for
environs of Rome, De Franceschini 2005 and individual articles in Santillo Frizell and Klynne 2005; for
Tibur and Tusculum, Tombrägel 2012 and Castillo
Ramírez 2005, respectively; for maritime villas, especially in Italy, Lafon 1981b and 2001. For the Iberian
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Peninsula, Gorges 1979; for Aquitania, Balmelle 2001;
for Republican villas near Rome, articles and introduction in Becker and Terrenato 2012; for late
antique Italy, Sfameni 2006. Rescue excavations in
the countryside have also become important: for
Gaul, the Institut national de recherches archéologiques
préventives in its volume for 2005 has accounts of its
activities for Roman villas. For villas in northern Gaul,
Germania, and Britain see most recently the articles in
Roymans and Derks 2011.
The evidence of Sicilian villa owners was used by
Cicero in his speeches In Verrem to document
Verres’ abuse of his ofﬁcial position.
Rossiter 1989; Foss 1976, 47–8, 73–4.
D’Arms 1970, 2003; Zarmakoupi 2013.
The copying of metropolitan styles in provinces is
a theme of empire discussed in Maier 2006, 78–111.
The extent to which the alimentary scheme implemented by Trajan was targeted to poor families is
controversial; see Jongmann 2002.
The impetus for this book came from an international conference in 2008 organized by Thomas
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Noble Howe (Southwestern University) and Uri
Dromi; the latter, director of the Mishkenot
Sha’ananim Center in Jerusalem, kindly made the
resources and hospitality of the Center and the
Konrad Adenauer Conference Center available to
the participants; the conference was conceived by
Professor Howe in the context of the Fondazione
Restoring Ancient Stabiae (RAS) project. This book
includes contributions from many of the 2008 participants, but since then, the editors have asked
numerous others to contribute in order to assure
geographical, thematic, and chronological coverage
of villas throughout the Roman world in the
Mediterranean.
9. The ﬁrst book on the Oplontis Project has been
published as an e-book (Clarke and Muntasser eds.
2014). For other publications generated by the Project
see list on the ofﬁcial webpage: www.oplontisproject
.org/bibliography/.
10. Zarmakoupi 2014.
11. The sculptures of the Chiragan villa are part of Guy
P.R. Métraux’s contribution (Chapter 21).
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Map 1. Overview of the geographic areas covered in the book, with reference to the maps.
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